
People and things 
Continuing CERN's policy of drawing up bila
teral agreements to cover ongoing collabo
ration with countries outside the existing 
network of Member States, Director General 
Carlo Rubbia (left) and Vice-President of the 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences Armin 
Belong signed an accord at CERN on 26 
March. 

Physicists and 
German reunification 

The Physical Societies of West and 
East Germany, with 18,000 and 
2,000 members respectively, have 
agreed in principle to initiate a 
merger. 

More light on dark matter 

The confirmation by electron-posi
tron collider experiments at LEP 
and Stanford that there are only 
three kinds of light neutrino has 
considerably boosted confidence in 
the understanding of how nuclear 
material was formed in the Big 
Bang. These and other implications 
for 'dark matter' - the invisible 
mass of the Universe - were a 
talking point at the recent astro
physics workshop in the Moriond 
series, and a focus of the meeting 
'LEP and. the Universe' at CERN 
organized jointly by CERN and the 
European Southern Observatory 
(ESO). Details in the next issue. 

DESY Theory Workshop 

This year's DESY Theory Work
shop from 1-3 October will be on 
'Waiting for the Top Quark'. Furth
er information from Andrzej Buras 
at Munich Technical University (bit-
net T2101BD at DMOLRZ01) or 
Martin Luescher at DESY (bitnet 
TOOFRI at DHHDESY3). 

Visiting CERN at the same time in March 
were two eminent mathematicians - Alain 
Connes (left) of the College de France and 
Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques, and 
Sir Michael Atiyah of Oxford. 
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Argonne National Laboratory's 7-GeV Advanced Photon Source (APS) Project will be a national user facility producing 
extremely brilliant X-rays for applications in a broad range of scientific disciplines. Presently, the following physics 
opportunities are available : 

Accelerator Physicist Primary responsibilities involve analysis, design, testing and 
commissioning the various component systems - linac, accumulator, injector synchrotron and storage ring - of the 
APS; and studies and advancement of the science and technology of particle accelerators in general such as electron 
or proton synchrotrons and coll iders; antiproton or neutron sources, etc. This category extends to extreme senior 
positions for applicants with appropriate education background, experience and abilities. 

The requirements include,: 

• Ph.D. or equivalent in physics, coupled with a minimum of 3 years of experience with various accelerator systems, 
including accelerator design 

• Knowledge of accelerator science and developments in laboratories around the world 
• Complete understanding of beam dynamics, electromagnetic principles, computer techniques 

Post Doc These entry-level opportunities involve learning particle and beam dynamics in particle 
accelerators, studying accelerator components and assisting in the design of the APS. A PhD in physics or 
engineering is required, as well as a solid educational background in classical mechanics and electrodynamics. 

Argonne offers competit ive salaries and an excellent benefits package. For consideration, please forward your resume 
to : 

Edward E. Smith 
Box J-APS-00003-88 
Employment & Placement 
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
9700 South Cass Avenue 
Argonne, IL 60439 
USA 

Argonne is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer 

U n i v e r s i t y o f G e n e v a 

The Department of Nuclear and Particle Physics 
has openings for 

R e s e a r c h A s s o c i a t e s 

Each appointee w i l l be involved i n one or perhaps 
two of the fol lowing programs of the Depar tment : 

- the L3 Experiment at LEP; 
- the Heavy Ion Project at the CERN-SPS, w i t h 

development of new detectors for h igh particle 
mult ip l ic i t ies; 

- the development of new detection techniques 
for the next generation of hadron colliders. 

These non-permanent positions are l imi ted to a 
max imum of 6 years. Candidates must have a PhD 
i n H igh Energy Physics. Applicants should indicate 
thei r ma in interests. 

Applications should be sent before 30 June 1990 to 

Prof. P. E X T E R M A N N 
Head of Department 
Departement de Physique nucleaire 
et corpusculaire 
24 quai Ernest-Ansermet 
C H - 1 2 1 1 Geneve 4 

FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM J0L ICH 
Wir sind eine von der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und dem Land 
Nordrhein-Westfalen gemeinsam getragene GroBforschungs-
einrichtung mitetwa 4.500 Mitarbeitern. Die vier herausragenden 
Forschungsschwerpunkte Umweltforschung, Materialforschung, 
Informationstechnik und Energietechnik ftigen sich in ein breites 
Spektrum der Grundlagenforschung ein, das von der Medizin uber 
die Biotechnologie bis zur Festkorperforschung und Nuklearen 
Grundlagenforschung reicht. 
Wir suchen fur unser INSTITUT FUR KERNPHYSIK eine/n 

D IPLOM-PHYSIKER/IN (mogl. promoviert) 
- Kennziffer 063/90 -

Aufgabengebiet : Mitarbeit bei der Entwicklung und Durchfuhrung 
von Mittelenergieexperimenten am LEAR/CERN undCOSY-Julich, 
insbesondere bei der on-line-Datenaufnahme. 

Anforderungen :abgeschlossenes Hochschulstudium, moglichst 
mit Promotion; fundierte experimentelle Erfahrungen auf dem 
Gebiet der Mittei- und Hochenergiephysik, im Umgang mit 
Szintillationsdetektoren, Drahtkammern, Magnetspektrometern 
und Cerenkovzahlern; gute Sprachkenntnisse in Englisch und 
F r a n z d s i s c h ; E r fah rungen in der Z u s a m m e n a r b e i t mi t 
internationalen Forschungszentren erwunscht. 

Die Vergutung und Soz ia l le is tungen er fo lgen nach den 
Bestimmungen des Bundesangestelltentarifvertrages (BAT). 

Bitte richten Sie ihre ausfuhrliche Bewerbung mit den ublichen 
Unterlagen an das 

FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM JULICH GmbH 
Personal- und Verwaltungsabteilung 
Personalentwicklung - Postfach 19 13 
D - 5 1 7 0 Julich 

Tel. 02461 / 61 53 58 
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Denis Keefe 1930-1990 

Denis Keefe 1930-1990 

Denis Keefe of Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, a pioneer in heavy ion 
inertial confinement fusion, died 
suddenly at his home on 11 March. 
A native of Dublin, Ireland, he be
gan his physics work at University 
College there, studying cosmic 
rays. After coming to Berkeley in 
1959, he became interested in ac
celerators, working in the 200 BeV 
Study Group and leading the Elec
tron Ring Accelerator experimental 
group. Keefe's interests later 
turned toward fusion energy, par
ticularly inertial confinement fusion 
using heavy ions as a driver. In 
1976 he formed a research group 
that continues to explore this sub
ject in theory and experiment. 
Keefe was active in both the scien
tific and civic communities. In 1985 
he became editor of Particle Accel
erators, and he was a founding 
member of SOS, Scientists for Sak
ha rov, Orlov, and Scharansky, 
which campaigned on behalf of So
viet dissidents. 

Ben Feinberg 

Physics and detectors for LHC 

To explore in detail and update the 
physics possibilities for the Large 
Hadron Collider (LHC) project at 
CERN (December 1989, page 1), 
the European Committee for Future 
Accelerators (ECFA) is now prepar
ing for an LHC Workshop to be 
held in Aachen from 4-9 October. 

All the options for physics 
studies are covered, together with 
ideas for the detectors, and the re
quirements for experimental areas 
and data handling techniques. 

Two kinds of working groups 
have been set up. Scientific evalu
ation working groups will consider 
the physics potential of proton-pro
ton, electron-proton and nucleus-
nucleus collisions in the light of re
cent experimental and theoretical 
developments. The conveners (the
orists and experimenters) for these 
three working groups are respect
ively: G. Altarelli, D. Denegri and F. 
Pauss; R. Ruckl, W. Bartel and J. 
Feltesse; H. Satz and H. Specht. 

On the detector side, the follow
ing topics and conveners have 
been selected: event generators, 
detector simulation and software 
engineering - R. Brun, D. Denegri 
and F. Pauss; signal processing, 
triggering and data acquisition - S. 
Cittolin, G. Manfred! and A. Walen-
ta, vertex detection - H. Heijne, B. 
Hyams and M. Tyndel; tracking -
M. Giorgi, H. Leutz and D. Saxon; 
calorimetry - M. Albrow, J. Colas 
and R. Klanner; electron identifica
tion - T. Akesson and E. Fernan
dez; muon identification - P. Duink-
er and K. Eggert; consultants on 
radiation hardness - H. Schonbach-
er and F. Wulf; consultants on ex
perimental areas - L. Leistam and 
K. Potter. Machine experts for the 
three collision options will be W. 
Scandale (proton-proton), G. Guig-

nard and A. Verdier (electron-pro
ton), D. Brandt (nucleus-nucleus). 

The ECFA-LHC Working Groups 
and Workshop Organization is 
chaired by J.E. Augustin, G. Jarls-
kog coordinates detector R&D and 
G. Flugge is the local organizer for 
the Aachen workshop. There will 
be a two-day Intermediate meeting 
of the working groups at CERN on 
18-19 June. 

Books 

'Physics in the Making', a collection 
of Essays on Developments in 20th 
Century Physics, edited by A. Sar-
lemijn and M.J. Sparnaay and pub
lished by North-Holland, marks the 
80th birthday of H.B.G. Casimir. 
The multi-part book reflects Casim-
ir's important and impressively di
verse contributions to science: Part 
I covers his early quantum physics 
work with Ehrenfest in Leiden, Bohr 
in Copenhagen, and Pauli in Zurich; 
Part II describes the contributions 
of the mature scientist in basic 
quantum physics, electrodynamics, 
thermodynamics, groups and sym
metries, etc, many signposted by 
relations, operators and effects 
which bear his name; Part III, on 
physics in industrial laboratories, is 
a token of Casimir's additional 
claim to fame as Director of Philips' 
industrial laboratory. 

Electron-Positron Annihilation Phy
sics, edited by B. Foster of Bristol 
and published by Adam Hilger, pro
vides a comprehensive introduction 
to this important field, with chapt
ers on the Standard Model and 
QCD, Fragmentation, Heavy Quark 
and Gluon Physics, and 'Where do 
we go from here?'. The book is de-
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Final installation for an octant of supercon
ducting magnets for the proton ring of the 
HERA proton-electron collider at the German 
DESY Laboratory in Hamburg. The octant 
has been cooled to 4.4K and first results are 
eagerly awaited. 

dicated to the PETRA machine at 
DESY, once a prolific source of this 
physics but now preparing for a 
new role as injector to the HERA 
electron-proton collider. 

High field dipole workshop 

A workshop on 'High Field Nio
bium-Tin Dipole Magnets' will take 
place at DESY, Hamburg, from 3-4 
July. Information from Peter von 
Handel, DESY, D-2000 Hamburg 
52, bitnet F35BLU at DHHDESY3 

HERA cooldown 

CERN Theory Division Leaders past and pre
sent at a surprise birthday party for Tatiana 
Faberge of the division's secretariat - left to 
right - Leon Van Hove, Bruno Zumino, Mau
rice Jacob, current leader John Ellis, Tatiana, 
and Jacques Prentki. 

An important milestone for the 
HERA electron-proton collider be
ing built at the German DESY Labo
ratory in Hamburg was passed 
early in April when the turbines of 
the HERA refrigeration plant were 
switched on to cool down the first 
octant of the superconducting pro
ton ring (the 612 m from Hall West 
to Hall South, equipped with 52 di
poles and 26 quadrupoles) to 4.4K. 

Sau Lan Wu has been appointed Enrico 
Fermi Distinguished Professor at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin. 
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The University of Iowa 
Department of Physics & Astronomy 

Postdoctoral Associate 

T h e Un i ve r s i t y of I o w a D e p a r t m e n t of P h y s i c s a n d 
A s t r o n o m y has recent ly es tab l i shed a g roup in High Energy 
Phys ics . Qua l i f ied app l i can ts are inv i ted to app ly for a 
pos tdoc to ra l pos i t ion in Exper imen ta l H igh Energy Part ic le 
Phys ics . T h e appo in tmen t is for an initial t w o years w i th 
poss ib le ex tens ions . Present ly , m e m b e r s of the facul ty are 
par t ic ipat ing in th ree f ixed target expe r imen ts at Fermi lab 
radiat ive hyperon d e c a y (E761) , pho top roduc t i on of-high p t 

j e ts (E683) , and expe r imen ts w i th po la r i zed p ro tons and 
an t ip ro tons (E704) . T h e g r o u p wil l a lso par t ic ipate in tes t ing 
key e lemen ts of an expe r imen t to s tudy p roduc t ion a n d 
d e c a y m e c h a n i s m s of c h a r m e d ba ryons (E781) . Resea rch 
a n d d e v e l o p m e n t oppor tun i t ies for S S C expe r imen ts are 
a lso be ing exp lo red . App l i can ts shou ld have a recent P h D 
in exper imen ta l part ic le phys ics . In teres ted pe rsons shou ld 
app ly to : 

Pro fessor Y. One l 
Chair , Sea rch C o m m i t t e e 
Depa r tmen t of Phys ics & A s t r o n o m y 
T h e Univers i ty of Iowa 
Iowa Ci ty, Iowa 5 2 2 4 2 
U S A 

The University of Iowa is an equal opportunity/affirmative action 
employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. 

STAFF SCI ENTIST 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
The Advanced Light Source (ALS), a new faci l i ty based on 
third-generat ion electron storage, is current ly under con
struction at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The tech
nical components of the source comprise a 50 M e V linac, a 
1.5 GeV booster synchrotron, and an electron storage ring 
op t im ized for operat ion at 1.5 GeV, but capable of opera
t ion between 1.0 and 1.9 GeV. Mach ine commissioning 
w i l l start w i th the inject ion systems (l inac and booster) early 
in 1990. The Exploratory Studies Group seeks a staff scien
tist to wo rk on high-level appl icat ions programming and 
operat ional phases of the project. 

Responsibilit ies include: developing algorithms to control 
the behavior of the beam in the accelerators; interpreting 
the data gathered by the diagnostic system; and developing 
faul t - f inding procedures in the event of abnormal cond i 
t ions. NOTE: Candidate selected w i l l move into a posit ion 
w i th in the accelerator operations g*oup of the ALS. Demon
strated experience in computer control applications and 
work ing knowledge of FORTRAN and PASCAL. Knowledge 
of accelerator physics and experience in an acclerator-
based laboratory. Experience w i th Modu la 2 and C desired. 
A PhD in Physics or closely related f ie ld preferred. 

To apply, send two copies 
of resume to: Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory, 1 
Cyclot ron Road, 90/1042, 
Box A5722 , Berkeley, CA 
97410, USA. EEO/AA. 

IB 
LAWRENCE 
BERKELEY 
LABORATORY 

Survey Engineer & Engineering Assistant 
The Vacuum and Mechanical Engineering Group at Argonne National Laboratory is seeking two talented professionals 
for its 7-GeV Advanced Photon Source Project. As construction is soon to begin, we are seeking an experienced and 
an entry-level survey Engineer. 

Primary responsibilities include accurately positioning the APS accelerator, storage ring and experimental area 
components; evaluating, testing and providing instruction for the use of state-of-the-art optical and electronic position 
measurement equipment; and performing error analysis and reduction via computer programs. 

A Masters degree or equivalent is required in Geodetic Science or Photogrammetry and a strong management 
background for the experienced Survey Engineer. For the entry-level Engineer, a Bachelors degree or equivalent is 
required in Engineering. Both positions require an educational emphasis on survey science and statistical analysis; a 
working knowledge of computers, global positioning systems, industrial survey, geodetic and micro geodetic 
techniques; and good report-writing skills. Occasional travel is also required. 

Argonne offers excellent professional growth potential, a competitive salary commensurate with experience and 
comprehensive benefits. 

For consideration, please send resume and salary history, indicating position of interest, to: 

Edward E. Smith 
Box J-APS-36618/81231 -88 
Employment & Placement 
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
9700 South Cass Avenue 
Argonne, IL 60439 
USA 

Argonne is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer 
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Principal Research Scientist 
The MIT Laboratory for Nuclear Science invites applications for an 
immediately available Principal Research Scientist to assume a 
major role in the UA1 upgrade program. Responsibilities will include: 
overseeing the design of the Readout Electronics for the calorimeter 
Position Detector which is a stainless steel/TMP ionization chamber 
with strip electrodes which will be used to localize the centroids of 
electromagnetic showers; coordination of the production of all com
ponents of the Position Detector Chambers and associated readout 
and test electronics; the commissioning of the overall system as a 
working instrument. After the TMP/Uranium calorimeter is commis
sioned, the individual will be expected to take responsibility in the 
physics analysis. Excellent central VAX computing facilities are 
available and the group runs an IBM 3081/E emulator farm for large 
computing productions. The successful candidate will also be 
expected to play a leading role in the design of prototype * 
LHC-SSC detectors. 

Applicants are expected to have a Ph.D. in experimental particle 
physics followed by a minimum of ten years' experience in the field. 
Preference will be given to candidates with an established research 
record in design through to analysis of experiments. Five years 
experience with digital and analog electronics and of detector 
development for collider experiments is essential. 

Salary: $49,500. 

Please send curriculum vitae including a list of publications to: 

M.l.T. 
Richard Adams, 26-505 
77 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, MA 02139. 

MIT is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer and 
encourages minorities and women to apply 

High Energy Physics 
Research Associates 
There are vacancies for Research 
Associates to work with groups in the Parti
cle Physics Department. Groups from the 
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory are work
ing on experiments at CERN, DESY, ILL and 
SLAG. There is in addition a vacancy in the 
HEP Theory Group. 

Candidates should normally be not more 
than 28 years old. Appointments are made 
for 3 years, with possible extensions of up to 
2 years. RAs are based at the accelerator 
laboratory where their experiment is con
ducted, and at RAL, depending on the 
requirements of the work. Most experi
ments include UK university personnel with 
whom particularly close collaborations are 
maintained. 

For an application form please contact 
Recruitment Office, Personnel and 
Training Division, Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory, Science and Engineering 
Research Council, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon 
0X11 OQX, England. Tel : (0235) 445435, 
quoting reference VN 758. 

^^^JRuther ford Appleton Laboratory 

Postdoctoral Research Associates 
Experimental H igh Energy Physics 

Penn State Universi ty 

The experimental high energy physics group at Penn 
State University invites applications for two research 
associate positions in conjunction with the ZEUS 
experiment at HERA and the E760 experiment 
(antiproton-proton formation of charmonium states) 
at Fermilab. The individuals who fill these positions 
will be based at DESY or Fermilab and will participate 
in the initial (ZEUS) or early (E760) data acquisition 
and analysis phases of these experiments. Interested 
parties should submit a curriculum vitae and arrange 
to have three letters of reference sent to : 

Prof. Gerald A. Smith, 
303 Osmond Lab, 
University Park, PA 16802 
USA 

Telephone or E-mail inquiries to (814) 863-3076 
or 

Bitnet: JAZ@PSULEPS will be welcome. 

Affirmative action/equal opportunity employer. 
Women and minorities encouraged to apply. 

P o s t d o c t o r a l P o s i t i o n 

We have an opening in the Physics Department for a 
postdoctoral research position starting Summer, 1990. 
The position is for work with the CLEO collaboration 
at the Cornell electron-positron machine. The 
appointment will initially be for one year, but it is 
normally renewed, subject to availability of funding 
and satisfactory performance. 

Candidates should send a letter of application, 
curriculum vitae, and publications list to : 

Professor Rollin Morrison 
Department of Physics 
University of California 
Santa Barbara, CA 93106 
USA 

and arrange to have three letters of recommendation 
sent to the same address. Applications should be 
received by 1 June 1990. Later applications will be 
considered if the position is still open. 

Proof of US citizenship or eligibility for US 
employment will be required prior to employment 
(Immigration Reform & Control Act of 1986). 

The University of California is an equal opportunity! 
affirmative action employer. 
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Without a leg to stand on. The dynamics of 
absorption are one of the remaining un
solved puzzles of lower energy pion interac
tions with nuclei, where recent evidence for 
multi-nucleon reaction modes has created a 
lot of excitement. They will be studied at the 
Swiss Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) by a Ba
sle/Karlsruhe/Los Alamos/Maryland/MIT/ 
NAC/ New Mexico State/PSI/Zagreb teams 
using this LADS (Large Acceptance Detector 
System) detector. 

(Photo Markus Wildi) 

Engelberg Forum 

This year saw the inception of the 
Engelberg Forum, a new platform 
for interdisciplinary communica
tion between science, technology 
and economics. From its site in 
the geographical and cultural 
centre of Switzerland, the forum 
sets out to help germinate the fer
tile seeds sown by European co
operation in many different areas. 

For its initial year, the theme 
was The stakes involved in 
scientific research: from decision 
making to application', with phy
sics and the machine industry se
lected as scientific and technolog
ical keynote topics. 

With the recent completion of 
the LEP electron-positron collider 
and the start of its experimental 
programme, CERN in nearby Gen
eva provided a natural illustration 
of modern physics. 

Underlining the strong links be
tween pure science and the tech
nology which becomes part of 
people's lives, Sam Ting pointed 

out in the forum's introduction a 
characteristic 30-year time differ
ence between basic physics di
scoveries and their mass spinoff 
benefits - X-rays, lasers, super
conductivity, nuclear power... 

Continuing the CERN theme 
were Emilio Picasso and Maurice 
Bourquin, respectively describing 
LEP construction and exploitation, 
and Giorgio Brianti on technology 
transfer. 

For science already at work in 
technology, specifically microelec
tronics, Heinz Schwaertel of 
Siemens was of the view that si
mulation studies bring deepened 
understanding and hasten the de
velopment of an optimal end-pro
duct. 

For the future, former CERN Di
rector General Herwig Schopper 
described a rich evolving scenario 
of particle physics, while Roy 
Schwitters, Director of the US Su
perconducting Supercollider (SSC) 
Laboratory in Texas, was on hand 

to personify US commitment to 
build an 87-kilometre proton col
lider. 

Evandro Agazzi, President of 
the International Academy for the 
Philosophy of Science, gave an 
appreciation of Schopper's role in 
the realization of LEP, while Arn-
sinn Graue, Rector of Bergen Uni
versity and Chairman of CERN's 
Finance Committee, proposed a 
vote of thanks to all who had par
ticipated in LEP construction. 

In summary, Forum Chairman 
Franz Muheim examined the 
achievements and aspirations of 
major scientific projects, using 
CERN as an example, with their 
deep implications for inter
national, industrial and intellectual 
collaboration, and looked forward 
to the continuation of the Engel
berg Forum next year, when the 
spotlight will turn to biology and 
to technological spinoff. 
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In particle physics, the fifth quark is not the 
only thing that can carry beauty. 

Just over four metres high, this illumi
nated 'stained glass' reproduction of the de
cay of a Z particle as seen by the Aleph de
tector at CERN's LEP electron-positron col
lider had its first public showing when 
CERN's travelling exhibition visited Ljubljana, 
Yugoslavia, in March. It is exactly half the 
size of the actual detector. 

(Photo Georges Claude) 

SLAC Summer Institute 

This year's SLAC Summer Institute 
will be held from 16-27 July with 
the general theme of Gauge Bo
sons and Heavy Quarks. Further in
formation from Nina A del man Sto-
larf SLAC Bin. 62, PO Box 4349, 
Stanford, CA 94309 USA, bitnet 
SSI at SLACVM. 

Decay of a Z particle as seen by the Mark II 
detector at Stanford's SLC Linear Collider. 
Yellow tracks are hadrons from a secondary 
vertex (subsequent to the Z production), red 
are hadrons from the primary production 
vertex, and a muon is shown green. Hits in 
the inner silicon strip vertex detector are 
also in green, while counts in the surround
ing drift chamber are blue. 
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